Nov-Dec 2022

Newsletter

NEWS AND VIEWS
Geoff Gartshore (Editor) at
geoff.gartshore@gmail.com

Welcome!

Coming Events
1. Next COPA 26 Meeting is
Tuesday Nov 8, 2022. Details to
follow.
2. The Pilot Decision Making (PDM)
Workshop is a monthly videobased meeting of pilots to
discuss pilot decision making (air
and ground). Pilots of all
experience levels and ratings are
welcome. Meetings are on
Zoom, the rst Wednesday of
each month, at 7 pm. To join,
send an email to
cykf.pilotworkshop@gmail.com.
Next meeting is Dec 7, 2022.

Brainteaser
By Warren Cresswell
AVIATION “RULES OF THUMB” FOR LIGHT GENERAL
AVIATION AIRCRAFT – PART II
Check out and test yourself on these “Rules of Thumb” which
are applicable to most light, General Avia on aircra .
CAUTION: For speci c performance related data always refer
to the POH for the aircra you y. Verify that these “Rules of
Thumb” correspond to the o cial data in your Pilot’s
Opera ng Handbook.

In this Issue!
• Brainteaser by Warren Cresswell

QUESTIONS

• Banner Towing Service

Ques on #1: Timed Turns

• Lesson Learned from a Recent

Aircraft Annual (Geoff Gartshore)

Which is correct? For med turns, using a standard rate
turn……

• Book Review - Pat Hanna
• Oshkosh Bound - 2022 (Rod Bell)

A. Divide the number of desired degrees of turn by 5 for the
me in seconds required to make the turn.
B. As above but divide by 6 for the me in seconds required
to make the turn.
C. As above but divide by 3 for the me in seconds required
to make the turn.

• Members’ Corner - Navigating a

Transport Canada aviation
medical renewal (Geoff
Gartshore)
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Ques on #2: Standard Rate Turns
Which is correct? The angle of bank required to make a
standard rate turn equals…..
We are looking for Speakers
for 2023!
Contact Gord Millar
( ighttwentysix@gmail.com)
if you have a speaker contact
or are interested in being a
speaker for a future meeting.

A. 22% of the airspeed (knots).
B. 15% of the airspeed (knots).
C. 12% of the airspeed (knots)
D. The airspeed (mph) divided by 10 plus 7
E. The airspeed (mph) divided by 10 plus 5
F. A and D are correct
G.B and E are correct.
Ques on # 3: Radius of Circling Approach Turn
True or False: The radius of a standard rate turn in NM is
equal of 1% of half the airspeed?
Ques on # 4: Climb/Descent
Each ___ degree change in pitch will result in a 100 fpm
climb or descent for each NM/Minute of airspeed
A. 5 degrees
B. 3 degrees
C. 1 degree
Ques on # 5: Weight & Balance
True or False? For maximum TAS and Range, load the
airplane as close to the forward Centre of Gravity limit as
allowable.
Ques on # 6: Descent Planning
To determine the NM distance to start a 3-degree enroute
descent…
A. Mul ply the al tude to descend (in thousands) by 4 and
add 15%
B. Mul ply by 2 and add 10%
C. Mul ply by 3 and add 15%
D.Mul ply by 2 and add 20%
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E. Ques on # 7: Rate of Descent
True or False: for a 3-degree rate of descent (fpm) take half your ground speed and add a zero.
Ques on # 8: Climb Requirements
True or False: To determine the climb gradient (feet per NM) divide the obstacle height above airport
by the NM distance from the airport to the obstacle.
Ques on # 9: More on Climb Requirements
Using the data from the Answer to Ques on # 8 how would you calculate the required climb rate in
Feet Per Minute?
Ques on # 10 Approach and Landing
Which is correct? A tailwind of ___ % of your approach speed will increase your landing distance by
____%
A.
B.
C.
D.

15, 25
20, 20
10, 10
10, 20

Ques on # 11 More Approach & Landing
True or False? A 10% change in airspeed on approach will cause a 15% change in stopping distance.
Ques on # 12: Visual Descent Point
True or False? To determine a Visual Descent Point (VDP) back from the runway threshold in NM (on
a 3-degree glide path) divide Height Above Threshold (HAT) – in hundreds – by 3.
Ques on # 13: High Density Al tude Takeo s and Landings
For high density al tude takeo s and landings y __________ IAS as for low density al tude
airports?
A. A higher IAS
B. A lower IAS
C. The same IAS
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Ques on # 14: Impact of Speed for Landing
True or False? For each knot of airspeed above Vref over the numbers for landing, the touchdown
point will be 100 feet further down the runway.
Ques on # 15 Relying on POH Performance Data
True or False. Most POH’s do not make allowance for varying degrees of pilot pro ciency or
mechanical deteriora on of the aircra .
Bonus Ques on for Users of Paper Charts
True or False? The length between the p of your thumb and its midpoint (the knuckle where it
bends) equates to about 10 NM on a sec onal chart.
ANSWERS
Answer # 1 Timed Turns
C) is the correct answer.
Example: for Knots:

Amount of Turn Required = 60 degrees
60 divided by 3 = 20 seconds.
A standard rate turn for 20 seconds will result in a 60 degree heading
change.

Answer # 2: Standard Rate Turns
G) is the best answer because B and E are both correct.
Example: For Knots: Airspeed = 120 KIAS
120 divided by 10 = 12
12 x 1.5 = 18-degree bank.
Example for MPH:

Airspeed = 120 MPH
120 divided by 10 = 12
12 + 5 = 17 degree bank.

Answer # 3: Radius of Circling Approach Turn
True.
Example:

TAS for circling maneuver = 120 knots
120 divided by 2 = 60
1% of 60 = 0.6NM turn radius
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Answer # 4: Climb/Descent
C) is the correct answer.
Example:

Airspeed = 180 KIAS (3 NM/minute)
Pitch down 3 degrees (100 fpm x 3= 300 fpm)
3 x 300 = 900 fpm descent rate

Answer # 5: Weight & Balance
False. Load the airplane as close to the AFT Centre of Gravity limit as allowable for maximum TAS
and Range.
Answer # 6: Descent Planning
C) is the correct answer.
Example:

Cruise Al tude = 9000 feet
Pa ern Al tude = 2000 feet
Height to Descend in thousands = 9-2= 7
7 x 3 = 21; Add 10% = +2.1
Begin descent no later than 23.1 NM back

Answer # 7: Rate of Descent
True.
Example:

Descent ground speed = 150 KTS
Descent angle is 3 degrees (same as a standard ILS glideslope)
150 divided by 2 = 75; add zero = required rate of descent of 750 fpm.
A related rule of thumb for 3-degree rates of descent is:
Mul ply your groundspeed by 5.
Descent ground speed = 150 KTS
150 x 5 = 750 fpm required rate of descent.

Answer # 8: Climb Requirements
True.
Example:

Obstacle Height 2400 feet
Distance from airport 4 miles
2400 divided by 4 = 600 feet per NM is the required climb gradient.
Mnemonic: “Rise over Run”
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Answer # 9: More on Climb Rate
Mul ply the NM/minute by the climb gradient.
Example:

From Answer # 8: Climb Gradient = 600 fpm
TAS = 120 KTS. (2NM per minute)
2 x 600 = 1200 fpm is the required climb rate to clear the
obstacle.

Answer # 10 Approach & Landing
D) is the correct answer. A tailwind of 10% of your approach speed will increase your landing
distance by 20%
Example:

Approach speed = 70 KTS
Tailwind = 7 KTS
Normal Landing distance 1000 feet
70 divided by 7 = 10%
1000 x 120% = 1200 feet

Answer # 11: More on Approach & Landing
False. A 10% change in airspeed will cause a 20% change in stopping distance.
Answer # 12: Visual Descent Point
True.
Example:

Minimum Descent Al tude (MDA) = 1200 feet MSL
Touchdown Eleva on = 300’ MSL
1200’ – 300’ = 900 foot HAT
9 (hundred) divided by 3 = 3NM VDP.

The VDP is located 3 NM back from the threshold on this 3-degree glidepath. You should be visual by
this point on the approach. As you pass by the VDP without acquiring any of the required runway
environment elements, the likelihood of a Missed Approach rises rapidly.
Answer # 13: High Density Al tude Takeo s and Landings
C) is correct. For high density al tude takeo s and landings y the same IAS as for low density
al tudes. Some POHs recommend an adjustment to mixture to ensure peak power. Refer to the POH
for the speci c aircra you y.
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Answer # 14: Impact of Speed for Landing
TRUE. Refer to your POH for the correct Vref speed to y over the threshold for landing and what the
book publishes as the landing distance to touchdown is. Then, for every knot over the published Vref,
your touchdown point will be approximately 100 feet further down the runway than the POH value
for landing distance. Five knots over Vref will add an extra and unneeded 500 feet to your landing
distance.
Answer # 15: Relying on POH Performance Data
True. Generally, the performance data found in Pilot Opera ng Handbooks are based on best-case
scenarios or what the result was in the cer ca on tes ng for the aircra . The condi ons published
on the performance charts must be fully adhered to in order to achieve the published POH
performance. However, the test pilot’s skill level typically exceeds that of the average general
avia on pilot. Furthermore, the test/cer ca on data were typically based on new or very wellmaintained aircra . The typical general avia on pilot would be well-served to add on at least a 20%
safety margin to the published performance data. If the performance required for a par cular
opera on is so ght it doesn’t allow for this leeway, it may be best for the pilot to rethink the
situa on.
Bonus Ques on: For Users of Paper Charts
True. This is the ul mate “Rule of Thumb” and concludes this series of such axioms to assist pilots.

Banner Towing Service at KW!
Shan Gnana at FliteLine (KW Airport) provides banner towing and can supply a
good addition for advertising for a company or social/personal event. He can also
provide special messages (you missed a birthday or anniversary, or need spousal
OK to buy a plane….). Shan’s contact information is:
Shan Gnana
519-514-0530 (Ext 510)
charters@ iteline.ca
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A Lesson Learned from a Recent Aircra Annual
(Geo Gartshore)
While working on my 2022 aircra annual this fall I no ced something that looked out of place in the
engine compartment (see photo below).

Does anything look out of place in this photo?
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If you said a trouble light, you would be correct. It must have been forgo en during some past
engine checking. It was likely own this way a couple of mes before I caught it. Fortunately for me
it did not cause any problems, but it was a valuable lesson about checking the compartment more
carefully before each ight!
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Ragwings and Heavy Iron (Martin Caidin, 1984)
Review by Pat Hanna
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Back in the mid-six es, as a young teenager, I read a book called “Thunderbolt” by Mar n Caidin
(1959). It was the biography of Robert S. Johnson, America’s highest scoring ace of World War Two.
Bob Johnson ew the P-47 Thunderbolt as part of the 56th Fighter Group, USAAF.
The next book that I read wri en by Mar n Caidin was called “Thunderbirds” (1961). Caidin spent a
whole season with the USAF Thunderbirds in 1960 and as I ip through the pages over 50 years later,
I s ll recognize every line sketch and every name in the book! They were ying the incredible F-100
Super Sabre that was the USA’s rst opera onal supersonic ghter jet.
That brings me to the book I wish to report on. “Ragwings and Heavy Iron…The Agony and Ecstasy of
Flying History’s Greatest Warbirds” was wri en in in 1984 by Mar n Caidin. Incidentally, my own
“warbird journey” began that same year when I had my rst ight in a Harvard! The book was
incredibly di cult to nd and I nally obtained a copy in the late ‘90s. A year ago, a dear friend and
former Harvard pilot passed away and his widow graciously gi ed me his copy, which I have put into
the COPA library.
Mar n was a true journalist and author in an era where there was no YouTube, no HD TVs, and no
VHS, DVD or Blu-Ray movies. The writer had to present a picture in your mind by the proli c use of
nouns, adjec ves, verbs, adverbs and more. Mar n was a master of this art as he took you with
him on his journeys, pain ng a clear and colourful picture in your mind as you read the words in
black ink on white paper.
Chapter One – “Out of the Sun” nds you in a lawn chair, si ng front row at the Valiant Air
Command Airshow in Titusville, Florida. By mid-chapter you are now si ng on the edge of your chair,
reading faster to keep up to the ac on! By the end of the chapter, you are swea ng and exhausted
from the ac on and reaching for a cold beverage!
Chapter Two – “What’s a Warbird”. Now that your heart rate is back to near normal, Mar n explores
the early days of the warbird movement. In the early 1950’s, you could pick up a P-40 Warhawk or a
P-51 Mustang from the US government for about $1500…and y it home! A few pilots in the south
formed up a group of warbird owners and the Confederate Air Force was born (of course, that is not
poli cally correct today and it has been renamed the “Commemora ve Air Force!). Paul Mantz, a
California movie producer and stunt pilot pulled o the deal of the century! In the early ‘50s, he
purchased 475 warplanes (including 75 B-17 bombers!) from the US Government for $55,000! Then
he drained all the fuel out of tanks and sold the fuel…paid o the en re $55,000 bill!
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Chapter Three – “New Kids on the Block”. There were many teething challenges with this new
warbird movement. Caidin was a member of the Valiant Air Command and recalls those early
struggles. Mar n himself bought and restored a 1936 German Junkers Ju 52 Tri-Motor, named it
“Iron Annie”, and installed loudspeakers on the underside as well as a smoke system! He would
arrive at an airshow with white smoke billowing from the engines and German music blaring from
the speakers! He would get out of the plane looking like a biker… worn leather jacket, a cigar in his
mouth and wearing a metal German helmet or Confederate Army cap! But he always had me to talk
to people about his airplane and ying.
Chapter Four – “Everything but The Flak”. OK, this chapter will have your undivided a en on! In
1961, a movie was being shot in England and they needed B-17 bombers. Enter Mar n and nine of
his friends! They found the B-17’s in the Arizona desert, managed to get them to y…well, sort of!
You will have to read the story for yourself to hear about an alterca on with the KGB on the ramp in
Gander, NFLD, a near miss with a submarine mid-Atlan c or ge ng thrown in jail by the Portuguese
Secret Service! This chapter is one of the best adventures you will ever read! (also told in a very rare
book of the same tle).
Chapter Five – “Me and My Messerschmi ”. A er taking the B-17’s across the Atlan c a couple of
years previously…and surviving, Mar n and a buddy were enlisted to take a B-25 Mitchell bomber to
England for the lming of “633 Squadron” (Mosquitos). It was to be another life-changing trip as
Mar n ended up buying a couple of WW2 Messerschmi BF108 airplanes! They had been used as a
four-seater “squadron hack” for the Lu wa e. A er the lm was done shoo ng, they brought them
back to the USA…well, sort of!
Chapter Six – “Pig Flight”. Once, approaching Kennedy Airport in New York…”Kennedy Approach, dis
ist Messerschmi Von-Oh-Eighdt-Onkle, tventy- fe milez vest uf you. Ve are at eighdt- fe-zero-zero.
Ofer”. Mar n Caidin said as he approached JFK with “all those huge sweptwing ironmongers all over
the place” …it was one of those moments! The controller was so ra led that he almost responded
with a German accent! Another chapter of crazy stories!
The following chapters are lled with more stories about ge ng the BF108 cer ed in the states (he
wrote the opera ng manual which is s ll approved by the FAA) and the years of adventures ying the
Junkers and the Messerschmi around the USA. He also shares about his experiences ying the T-6
or Harvard amongst many other interes ng aircra .
We get to Chapter Thirteen – “The World’s Greatest Wingwalk”. Just when you think you have read
it all…Mar n shares a ight that is now a world record that may never be challenged! Mar n took
o in old “Iron Annie” with 19 skydivers on board and 5 crew members. At 8500 feet, ALL 19
skydivers crawled out on the le wing of the tri-motor, hanging onto ropes that were ed to the
engine and fuselage! You will have to read what happened next for yourself, but you can imagine
how nearly 4000 pounds on one wing would a ect the aerodynamics of the aircra !!
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One nal thought about Mar n Caidin…he was approaching an air show in the south in Iron Annie.
The front engine was spewing all sorts of liquids and Mar n could not see through the front
windshield. His copilot donned a leather helmet and goggles, opened the roof hatch, crawled out on
top of the airplane and cleaned the windshield…at 8000 feet! Several warbirds pulled alongside to
view this spectacle, including legendary pilot, Bob Hoover. Later, on the ground, Bob was appraising
the ta ered condi on of the Junkers and exclaimed “I always thought he was a crazy son-of-a-bitch
and now I know he is crazier than hell to y this thing down here!”

That was Mar n Caidin! He passed away from cancer in 1997 at age 69. During his life, Mar n wrote
over 50 books including Buck Rogers and Indiana Jones and over 1000 magazine ar cles, and won
many awards. His Junkers Ju 82 was sold to Lu hansa Airlines and con nues to y to this day as a
VIP transport for special charters. Mar n was also a talk show host and taught journalism courses at
the University of Florida. He lived and enjoyed a me in avia on history that will likely never be
repeated. Thankfully it was wri en down for us all to enjoy.
Now…go read the book!
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Oshkosh Bound – by Rod Bell
Here is a review of my 10-day, annual Oshkosh vaca on in 2022.
Except for the past 2 years, I have missed very few Experimental Aircra Associa on (EAA) Annual
Conven ons in the past 30 years. This week-long event is now known as AirVenture or just Oshkosh.
It used to be held at Rockford, Illinois, and then moved to Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
My rst conven on was to Rockford, Illinois in 1965, and for more than 20 years I have been ying
there in my C-150, C-FEWA.
Oshkosh is about 400 miles west of Stra ord and I always take the direct route: Customs at Port
Huron, St Clair County Airport, across Michigan to Fremont or Oceana airports for fuel, across Lake
Michigan and join the transi on trail to FISK.
I usually leave on the Friday before it starts to get a good camping/parking spot and watch the
arrivals. I always pitch my tent beside the plane in Vintage Camping.
All air tra c to the Oshkosh event (except IFR and Warbirds) transi on through a 30-mile-long trail to
FISK where a team of air tra c controllers iden fy you overhead by colour and type and assign a
runway. You have to be prepared ahead of me (with the 36-page Notam) to switch frequencies, etc.
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An ATIS reports tra c volume and some mes allows joining this transi on trail closer to Fisk. I was
able to join at Green Lake, where the tra c was light but sporadic. You follow the railway tracks from
Ripon to FISK. They are some mes cha y if not too busy. They some mes give you a choice of N-S or
E-W runways. (Tra c is usually ac ve on both runways at the same me). Just before I approached
FISK the leader of a group of 6 RV's right behind me called FISK and asked to be treated as a Flight of
6 for runway 27. The controller then iden ed me, "White Cessna overhead, rock your wings, turn
right, past the microwave tower for le base 36". Several aircra before me were given the choice of
runway 36 but said the wind was too strong and wanted runway 27. I was happy to get runway 36
because it was a lot less taxiing to the Vintage Camping area.
At this me you switch to the Oshkosh tower frequency for your runway and follow direc ons. At the
busiest mes they use both 36L & 36R (36R is actually a taxiway). I was preparing for a call to turn
nal but heard "White Cessna on 36 base, con nue to shoreline for a le base to 27". On le base
for 27 I was told to do a le 360 for spacing and followed the 6 RV's landing on the assigned coloured
dots on 27. It turned out that an aircra just ahead of me had ground looped closing 36. Over the
next 2 days watching the aircra arrivals I saw two more ground loops, both beau ful and expensive
aircra .
Late Sunday a ernoon before the opening Monday there were hundreds of aircra circling 4 holding
pa erns in the long Transi on route due to a sudden small storm. Tra c to Oshkosh was advised to
divert to Fond Du Lac or Appleton. However, many stayed on hold and a brief, but strong storm
cleared in an hour or so and many landed at Oshkosh before the mandatory 8:00pm closing of the
airport.
That same storm over Oshkosh didn't last long but it took my tent down. Fortunately, I was prepared
and had all my stu waterproofed, and I even had a spare, small pup tent which I got lots of help to
get up before dark.
There was a strong turn out for the show. The exhibit buildings were busy, and crowds gathered all
week around some factory and kit aircra , like the new Vans RV15. I believe Dave Hertner of 4 Fisher
Flying Products and Treasurer of our chapter, got a "dead grass'' award (all the grass was dead and
trampled around the outline of the a/c he was showing).
I found the trams moving people around the grounds were improved and well organized this year. I
had twisted an ankle a week before and limped through the whole week, taking every opportunity to
save steps. My sore ankle limited my travels through the grounds, so I didn't get to all the forums and
exhibits. It is an amazing place to see all the latest o erings in its, equipment, parts, avionics, aircra ,
drones, and par cularly the forums. And the experiences shared so readily by people in all walks of
life, military, civilian, pilots, engineering, technical, and just plain airplane people. Of special interest
was a presenta on by Dave Had eld and Vintage Wings of the Westland Lysander in the Warbirds in
Review area.
The airshows are always amazing, and people are friendly. Camping at a central loca on there are
always people dropping by asking about your aircra and sharing informa on about their own.
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I was expec ng the trip home to be easier than the arrival. I decided to leave Saturday, the day
before Oshkosh ended. I considered a longer trip around the top of Lake Michigan but was weary and
decided to take the faster route across the lake. It didn't turn out faster. Stopping in mid Michigan for
fuel is not a problem with self serve fuel but my cell phone service was nonexistent. There was
nobody around the airport, so I just waited.
A er a while I thought I should take o and climb to get Flight Service on the radio to close my ight
plan and ac vate my interna onal plan home. Fortunately, a fellow arrived on his motorcycle to a
hangar, and I went over and borrowed his phone to call Flight Service and call Canadian Customs. It
was embarrassing to have to wait 40 minutes on hold for Canada Customs and then being told I had
to call Canada Customs when I landed in Sarnia. That was another long wait on hold at Sarnia.
Canada Customs is an embarrassment. I found out a er ge ng home that most 3G phone service in
that area was cancelled in Michigan.
All in all, it was a good week, I met many friends I see there every year (except the last two). A big
disappointment was the "Interna onal Party" on the Friday evening at the end of the week. It was
cut back to a very small gathering with very li le cheese and crackers. It seemed to give the message
that Oshkosh no longer puts much value to having people a end from all around the world.

MEMBERS’ CORNER
Naviga ng a Transport Canada Medical Renewal
(Geo Gartshore)
Most of us have rou ne avia on medical renewals.
We meet with our Civil Avia on Medical Examiner (CAME) at the prescribed interval for our situa on
(always with a bit of trepida on if we’re honest), have a brief physical exam, submit our “sample”,
answer a few ques ons, talk a bit about our ying, and then have our licence booklet stamped. Prior
to Covid, we would typically get a bill from Transport Canada to process our renewal, although that
has been largely missing during the COVID years (but no doubt will reappear soon).
But in some less common cases you may nd that your CAME is required to defer his/her assessment
of your tness to Transport Canada, perhaps because of new medical informa on or a procedure you
underwent that they are obligated to report.
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This was my situa on for renewal in 2022, and here are some observa ons and ps that may help
you through a similar process.
• Make sure that you follow the CARS when it comes to tele-medicine versus in-person mee ng
requirements. During this COVID period, two (2) consecu ve tele-medicine appointments were
allowed with the 3rd required to be an in-person appointment. Making this mistake at our end
caused a delay (about 3 months) in the process.
• Maintain a measured amount of communica on about your le with Civil Avia on Medicine at
Transport Canada. I found they would respond to an email a er a couple of weeks with a
general update on the review and ming. Their contact email is:
ONTCivilAvia onMedicine-MedecineAeronau queCivile@tc.gc.ca. It doesn’t hurt to cc. the
Regional Medical O cer, Dr. Jason Toth in O awa, at: jason.toth@tc.gc.ca
• Enlist the help of COPA Na onal on the le. Neil Benne , Director of External Rela ons
(nbenne @copana onal.org) kindly provided me the name of a senior contact at Transport
Canada in O awa (Andy Cook, Ac ng Director General Civil Avia on - andrew.cook@tc.gc.ca). I
found Mr. Cook to be very helpful and responsive in running interference with civil avia on
medicine on my le.
• A er a re-scheduled in-person medical on July 20, 2022, we collected appropriate specialist
reports (that were very suppor ve) and re-submi ed all materials to Transport Canada on
August 10, 2022.
• A er that, and no doubt with the assistance of Andy Cook, I was no ed on September 12, 2022
that my le was now under review. On September 23 (am), Mr. Cook no ed me that I would
be hearing from Transport avia on medicine “soon”. By 1 pm on that same day I received a
le er from Transport Canada using ePost Connect (see note below) con rming my Cat 3 medical
tness!!
• So what I assumed would be a long and onerous process (las ng un l the end of the year)
turned out to be rela vely quick once I had some networking help and all materials properly
submi ed.
I can’t promise that your experience will be iden cal to mine, but these tools at least may help you
streamline and expedite the process to some degree.
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PS> I highly recommend setting up an account on ePostConnect (Canada
Post). It’s free and easy to use, and is the preferred method of correspondence
used by Transport Canada Civil Aviation Medicine. It not only enables you to
post messages to Transport Canada - it also allows you to directly upload
supporting les (with some limit) directly to them. It also keeps an ongoing
record of all correspondence posts (to and from Transport Canada), which is
helpful as you track the status of your le.

Stay Tuned for the Jan-Feb 2023 Issue!

Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!!!!!
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